
 
Professor Guab has created a new 
formula. She is planning on presenting it 
to King Smightly, King Bruce and 
Queen Evylin today! 
 I am lucky enough to be able to 
interview the now very famous Professor 
Guab after her successful demonstration 
of her formula at the castle. Except now 
her formula is known as Matriofisity. 
“My amazing discovery has a secret recipe 
of course, only given to the highly trusted. 
It’s powers might be small but certainly 
have a certain oomph to them.” She 
explained. “At the demonstration I proved 
that it could make a good if small bomb. 
But I have chemically changed it so it is 
nothing more than a party popper! My 
experiments also show that it has the 
ability to turn things invisible!” 
Quite amazing indeedy! 

 
 

Kee: Tonight we have simple football. 
Ko: YAY! A nice non-hazardous game unlike last time’s… 

Kee: Indeed. Our last football match ended in the referee getting clubbed over the head and both the teams almost murdering each other! 
Ko: Lets hope it doesn’t go the same way this time. Hopefully not with the bars on the pitch. 

Kee: Yeah. We have several referees this time, taking it in turns just in case. 
 
 

 
 
Ko: So do you think you can beat them boys? 
Team: Yeah! 
Ko: This game will hopefully be a lot less barbaric than last time. 
Leo: Yeah. Once we went against the blue bananas but they lost easily 
 after a few hours. 
Louie: We got them then and we’ll get them now. 
Ko: Pardon? 
Sam: Well…the idiots have asked for a rematch. 
Kee: I see. 
Ko: OK. Les interview the Blue Bananas! 

Kee:  so guys, what do you think is going to happen  
out there? 

Tylie: Oh we’ll probably lose like we did last time… 
Robin: Ton’t be silly Tylie! Of course we’re going to 

win. 
Kee: Do you think it will be a fair match guys? 

Robin: Well, after the last game I’m glad they’ve been 
taking precautions so it should be fine. 

Ko: Great to hear! 
Kee: Now, lets sit back and watch!  
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